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UNIC (International Union of Cinemas)'s ANSWER

UNIC, International Union of Cinemas, is the union of national associations of cinema owners
of fourteen mainly European countries, (Germany, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Spain,
Finland, France, Great Britain, Holland, Italy, Norway, Switzerland, Israël, Hungary).

UNIC was created in 1964 on the initiative of the Presidents of the Federations of Germany,
Belgium, France, Great Britain, Holland and Italy. Austria, Spain, Portugal and Switzerland
joined soon after, followed by Scandinavian countries and, more recently, by Israël.

Since 2000, companies operating in at least two European countries or possessing at least 5 %
of their national market have been eligible for individual membership of UNIC following the
example of Warner Theatres International, UGC, Europalaces and the Kinepolis Group.

UNIC represents more than 25,000 screens with more than 900 million annual admissions
covering about 375 million inhabitants.

Most of UNIC’S members represent the majority of cinemas in their country, from
independently-owned cinemas to circuits, together with subsidised and art cinemas.

As the Commission proposes, UNIC wishes to respond in writting to questions formulated in
the discussion document on theme 2: promotion of cultural diversity and competitiveness in
the European programme industry.

UNIC will place emphasis on article 7 on media chronology because in general, UNIC works
towards the promotion and protection of cinemas by advocating the importance of the cinema
exhibition industry.

UNIC stresses the importance of the exhibition sector both in economic terms and the way in
which it strongly influences the value of a film with respect to the various "windows" of the
exploitation chain (DVD, video cassettes, pay-TV, free-TV…)

On a per viewer basis, the income per viewer from cinema audiences is higher than the
income per viewer of DVD or video cassettes, specially for European movies as 77% of their
revenue stream comes from theatrical release (cf IMCA study, 2003).



Article 7: media chronology

This point is a fundamental issue to the exhibition sector.

Article 7 of the Directive lays down that Member States shall ensure that the television
broadcasters under their jurisdiction do not broadcast any cinematographic work, unless
otherwise agreed between its rightholders and the broadcaster. The broadcasting chronology
for the economic exploitation of films in the Member states of the European Union is based
on agreements concluded between the economic players concerned, supplemented by
legislative provisions in Germany, France, Portugal.

Given the difficulties of determining at European level the starting date for media chronology
(date of cinema release in a given Member State), UNIC considers that windows for film
exploitation should be left to contractual arrangements between the parties involved and
the professional organisations concerned, as stated in preamble 32 of the Directive. This,
providing that the principle of media chronology is guaranteed at European level.

Theatrical release is the starting point.  In most cases videotapes/DVD are released after a six-
month period or twenty-six weeks. Other windows exists after video (pay-per-view, pay TV
and free TV) but there are substantial differences between the Member States. Therefore,
UNIC insists that this six month or twenty-six week window should be respected in every
country without exception.

Media chronology represents a clear and balanced element for the audiovisual field as a
whole. UNIC is for the assertion of the primary theatrical exclusivity for the films which
the producers and rightholders decide are appropriate for release into cinemas. If a film is
produced for the cinema and was effectively released in theatre, UNIC insists on the
obligation to respect the other windows time span.

As such, when the rightholder decides to release his film into cinemas, he should undertake to
respect the specific media chronology of each country in which the film is being released.

If a rightholder chooses theater exhibition as the first distribution channel, the exhibitor needs
to have complete information and to know in advance the time span  for which he could show
the movie in order to fairly negotiate the rental rate. The exhibitor must also know when the
advertising begins for the next window.

Finally, UNIC insists on the importance of movie advertising on television and on the
necessity to implement this measure in all European countries as DVD and VHS already have
access. This brings with it a situation of unfair competition which is very disadvantageous for
theaters.

To answer the Commission’s questions:

The measures of article 7 seem to be appropriate considering the objectives and there is
no problem of interpretation or implementation of the Directive except for the
systematic involvement of professional organisations concerned (preambule 32).



UNIC is not in favour of legal harmonisation in European countries but rather supports
the principle of self-regulation. This is because the lack of harmonisation of media
chronology throughout Europe is not detrimental as rights are sold individually in each
country.


